The Valley of Light is a sustainable spiritual community founded by The Oracle Institute, a 501(c)(3)
educational charity. The mission of our micro-community is to create a model of 21st Century living.
We seek cultural creatives who wish to join our incubator experiment and be surrounded and inspired
by Second Tier individuals on the Spectrum of Consciousness who are ready to build the new world.
The Valley of Light will focus on all Sectors of Society, like the
Federation of Damanhur in Italy, the most advanced intentional
community on the planet. We are looking for hearty souls who
understand the many unprecedented factors contributing to this
turbulent time: global warming; food and water shortages;
pandemic indicators; energy and economic abuses; and a total
lack of visionary leadership by our political and business leaders.
We wish to co-create a new way of living based on compassion,
cooperation, and the interconnectedness of all life.

The Valley of Light shares the
Oracle Campus, which boasts 22
acres along the New River, the
oldest river in the world. Winding
through
the
Blue
Ridge
Mountains, the river forms fertile
valleys. Our community is in
Grayson County, Virginia, whose
motto is “Protector of Nature.”
Within this pristine setting rests
the Peace Pentagon – our retreat
and community center. It is both a
symbol for our mission and a
juxtaposition to the War Pentagon
located along the Potomac River
in northern Virginia.
In addition, the campus contains three houses, a campground, and six building pads for new members.
Infrastructure exists throughout the community (i.e., roads, wells, septic fields), and we are debt free!
Currently, we seek members with skills and financial resources to enhance our community – people
who understand and are equipped to handle the profound challenges of this critical juncture of history.
If you feel called to join the Valley of Light, we invite you to visit and apply for membership.
Contact Information:
The Oracle Institute * 88 Oracle Way * Independence, Virginia 24348 * 276-773-3308
www.TheOracleInstitute.org * Katie@TheOracleInstitute.org

